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Xavier shucks
Nebraska.Jn ... ,
2nd NIT round
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said following the game. "It was just
two great teams playing ·out there
, The Xavier Musketeers have done tonight. We played strong defonse.to
the nearly impossible....:_they h~ve got- · keep us there the whole way .. R~lph
ten the city of Cincinnati excited (Lee), Shimko, and Fleming hit some
about basketball.
·
real key shots at the end for u~. and we
The Muskies are indeed the talk of got some real good play off our bench
the town right now, as they raised from Mc-Bride and Har.ris."
their overall record to 22"10 with
It was a game in which neither
the fr second straight National In vita- team could seem. to pull away when
tional Tournament win, squeaking opportunity knocked. Nebraska held
by the Nebraska Cornhuskers' 58~57 a six point lead late in·the first half
Monday night ar the Cincinnati when XU went on a scoring rampage.
Gardens.
The Muskies Claimed 12 of the·
Xavier's victory over Neb~aska final 13 points in· the half, rolling up·
enables the Musketeers · to enter a 30-25 half-time lead. The final
third-round play in the NIT. They eight points of the half \vere scored
will face-off tonight. in J\nn Arbor,
by Victor Fleming.
..
.·
Michigan against the Michigan
"During the last three minutes of
Wolverin~s. Michigan, 20-10 on the
the firs.t half our defense· kept them
year, knocked off the Marquette off stride and created· some turn- .
Warriort83-70 Mon?i!Y,l)ight,to ad: .. o~~ers_,~,·. S.,t,a~k·'s)lid_la,ter .. "We.were .
.vimce to .thC:d#fd :r9_urid ::;·.::;}' r-:~~·.y:-:: ~-~~~b.lei'tb';:~~t)lj:e"'.b,a.!J.~•~~~fi.~~~!i.~:~fl~Ci~
The. Musketeers, ..· for the second ·. quiekly ~m;t ·went iritO. a·. 'sput~.:wJtere .::'
straight. ,tiihc;' won •. the game. at. the .• '.
-~'(·~r~Cl-'a' 1i>t't>f:pt>ints'. ••' \ ·.• : ·: • :·:·
foul line>XU was able to hit 14 out
Nebraska Coach Moe Iba noi:ed·
of 17· ;itt~inpts from the. stripe,' in-. that .the end of. the' first half was. a
eluding siii"crucial free throws down
critical poini: in the ga111e.
.
the stretch. Joh_n Shimko- sank two
"During the last-.thre.e mimites of
freebies with '0:07 left in the game to
the first half we really .broke down
ice it for the Muskies. Nebras~a's
defensively . .We did the same thing
Dave ~oppen hit an 8'.footer as time· agaj_nst Cteighton in our last game;
ran out to cut the margin' to one.· It
We lost all our organization. Besides
was too little too late as Xavier claim,· thai: part' of 'the game and a short,
ed the 58~57 decision.
time in· the second half, hhought we
"Once agajn ·the NIT brought a
played really well." ·
Xavier players, from iett to right, Richie Harris, Jeff Jenkins, Walt McBride and Ralph Lee, battle two Nebraska
great team to . the Cincinnati
.
~
' · .
· /
Cornhuskers tOr a rebound In Monday night's. Musketeer victo,.Y in the second round of NIT play.
· Gardens,'.' Xavier coach Bob Staak
-contmued On page 9
BY GREG KUETERMAN
·Sports Reporter

we

.W.ood resigns ·. as ·Xavier chief of security
B~ TIM CHAMPiON

action was related t~ an investigation
by the Cal~Crim Security A'gency.
Chief Daniel Wood has resigned .as ·· "Chief Wood brought a great deal of_
Chief of Safety I Security. · Dr. Ar- professionalism to 0 ur. qepanment.
thur Shribcrg, vie~ pre,sid~Qt Clf :StU·; We: inte~d t~ follow 'his example,''
dent development, has named Couch said. ·. ··
··
Michael Couch acting chief and Sgt ..
RobertD. Simms as his assistant.
Although Couch . is only acting
director, ,he. hll!i set an aggressive set
· · '~ccoMing t~ Couch, Chief.Wood, :of. priorities ' for. his department.
resigned,. :for ' p,ersonal reasons, ''Our· main goal is to eliminate or
~ismissing any speculation that the
deter the criminal element on cam-'
N1w1 R1piirtir .

···pus,'' Coach said. Couch added that
he was developing a program which
·would increase student input and.·
_cooperation in crime prcyemion .on
·. campus:
, ...

Concerning the current increase
of crime on campus, the Chief
said that this was a reflection of an increase . ' in the national ~verage.
"There is an increase . here, but
there's also been a big increase at
"We need to make students aware U.C. and in Cincinnati."
When asked about the thefts of
that we arc here 'co serve and pro"
tect. What I'd like: to do is NO , .student propc;r~y ,in the, dorms over
: crime prevention seminars. and per- ·spring break, Couch said that th'ough
sonal safety classes;". said· Couch. the investigation haq not been com"We're•. working
on a lot of .ideas."
plctcd, it appeared that a key had
,,

been used. "There were no signs of
forced entry, and the wind_ows were
locked, but still the evidence is far
from conclusive."
Couch has had investigative
expcrienq: as a military policeman.
J.ic served with the military police for
three years. He has ·been with the
University for the past four years, and
he is the senior member of Xavier's
15-man force.
·

.Xavier Greek Week '" be replaced bY SpringFling '84
Brown stated that these changes of ·the event are Jim Barter, Holly · have the right · to eJ!pel anyone group will· be able to successfully·
carry out the · plans for the week .
displaying "improper behavior."
are m_uch less drastic than the original Dibert and Mary· Deye.
' ·
The eating and chugging contests "Even though there's not very much·
Xavier·· University's traditional changes proposed by SAC. Previous
Carol Partridge, one of the student
celebratfon of spring, Gre~k Week, .plans were to reduce Greek Week to a planners, stated that, '.'We still want will use food and drink approved by . time' we have enough dedication and
will be changed this year, including a . total Qf five events, due to a lack of to bring in. the spirit and bring peo- the administration~ Although what people to make it a good week," she
new name which'is Spring.Fli11g '84. , time and money.
pie together, but there will be fewer will be used is still a secret, Brown stated;
"I hope everyone gets involved
claims that the food and drink will be
Accordirig<to Student Activites
A group of students led-by Laurie · events."
"mor~ tasteful" than they were last and excited. It's a goo.cl way to meet
Coun~if'. (SAC) chairperson Tim Bernstein, senior class vice president,·
people and unify the school,"
. Brown, ·spring. Fling -·!84 will be protested thc_se-· changes, arid came . Other c;hanges in this year's year.
·
·
.
·
''The administration will be watch- Panridge added.
· ··~asically.the same th'ing as previous up with an alternative proposal. SAC celebration incJude keeping a closer
Spring Fling '84 will be held the
Greek ~ecks;_though there will be accepted their proposal, and both. watch on events that caused problems ing for the tasteful quality o( the
.-fewer e.vc!_Jt.S." This year"s celebration SAC and this group of srudcnts are last ·year. According ·to Partridge; events,' ' Brown said. "However, the week of April 2-8. It will begin on
Monday, April 2 at 2 p.m. with
.. will · have···beiween. ·cwo· and·· four now working .together to plari the' faculty advisors will check par- planning is l!P to the students."
opening ceremonies and a parade.
-: .:cvents.eacH
d~y.
.
week
of
<1cdvit_ies.
SAC
chairpersons
of
the
opening
parade
and
ticipants
Partridge
feels
confident
that
the
.-: ,., ,.·
'
BV MARGARET SHEA ·
.N1w1 R1port1r

,•:
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Tuesday, March 27

Thursday, March 22
CALENDAR CLIPS
Annual Thomasfest le~ture by David). Hassel, S.J., on
''Christian Secularization - Misnomer, Monster or Mother of
Christian Wisdom" at 8:00 p.m. in the Cash Room of Logan
Hall.
·
, ·
.
.
Theta Phi Alpha meeting will be held at 6:30 p.m. m the
Fordham Room.

CALENDAR CLIPS
·
. ·
.
Saili~g Club will meet in .the fordham Room beginning at ·
7:.30 p.m.
.-

Pre--registration·:for.
fall ·semester, 1984

Thursday,. March· 29

ACCOUNTING SOCIETY
The Accounting. Society will be ·having a breakfast with
university administrators, accounting faculty, and accounting
society members. All accounting majors arc welcome and the
cost will be $1.00.' .
STRESS MANAGEMENT FOR THE BLACK STUD~NT .
CINCINNATIWOMEN'S SOCIETY OF CPA'S INC. .
~} · '.A JvatU'able leirriiiig ~xp~rienc'e~for~those interested in ga1~- _·, i ·: :·~~
JThe CinC:innaii Wbmen:•§'Sociery of1CPA'S will be'speaking ! · ·
. i~g an ~~derstanding rif in~ suess~s on. the bl~ck s~u.dentand
to' everyone interested in learning about the i'ecCUitif1g1prbCeSS I I
how to alleviate these stresses begins with r~g1suat1on at 9;30
and interviewing: The meeting will be from 2:00 p.m. until
a.m. and the lecture at 10:00 a.m.- The cost 1s $6.00 or provide
3:30 p.m. in the Terrace Rqom.
.
..
CALENDAR CilPS
your board number. ·
Theta Phi.Alpha will be meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the Fordham Room.
LOOKING AHEAD
.
Xavier University Theatre Arts Department and The Players
FOOD WEEK
.
will present the award winning musical Bngadoon by Alan Jay
Raul Manglapus, president of Democracy Inter.nauon~I,
Lerner and Frederick Loewe at 8:00 p.m. on April 6, 7, 8 and
composed of political exiles from the left and the ngh.t, will
12, 13. 14 in the University Center Theatre located on the ·
speak in Kelly Auditorium on "Li~erty and Justice m the
main camp~s. XU students free with an XU l.D.
Philippine Islands." The speech begms at 7:30 p.m.
·

Monday, March 26
· tl'.lrough Friday, March. 30

Saturday, March 24

Monday, March 26

Paid summer .vacations part 2
Part two of the series on summer jobs
lists those opportuni~ies in .the
Eastern and Western sections of the
country. Many of these have application deadlines and an expedient
response is re.quired.'
Any questions regarding the services of CP&P or summer employment opportunities-can be addressed
to Jim Fisher in_the CP~P office.

NEW YORK - Overseas Custom
Maid Agency, Inc._ .
College men and women to work
as "Mothers Helpers."
'
HENRYVILlE _PEN~. - Camp
Lindemere
Camp counselors rieeded.

YELLOWSTONE PARK
Cooks, . accounting, audit clerks,
tour guides, bartenders, data entry,
computer ope,rators.
WILDERNESS ENCOUNTERS
Positions is Colorado, Wyoming,
U:tah, all ·at National parks, ranches
and.· resorts.

!

1

"8cti~J1e of ct~ ~klc;is 'af~· ri;~ ~~~ii~ble in. the

Registrar's Office, Alter 129. ..· . .
· BusineM students - ·sign up for a counseling appointment at the Business College table, fi(St floor
corridor, Alter Hall.
.
.
••

Arcs and Sciences students -"-- corisult the :departmental bulletfo board of your.dedared maj()r, or the
main bulletin board in the Alter Hall lobby, for the
. name and office location of your faculty advisor.
Arcs· and Sciences students who are undedared consult Fr. Foley, Aiter 104"B, Dr. Napoleon Bryant,
Alter 104-C, Dr. Schweikert, Alter 104-D, Mr.
Bocketti, Alter 104-H, Fr. Kennealy, Alter 124, or
Mrs. DorisJackson, Schi:nidt 204. ·
Edgecliff students - Information will be posted on
the academic bulletin board, lower level of Sullivan
·.Hall.
Students who have been assigned to a particular ad·
visor by the Dean's office should consult that advisor.

BOSTON, MASS.· Wediho Summer
Program
·
. .
Staff members needed in ·the areas
.
.Et\STERN
of psychology, special education,
NEW JERSEY - Camp Vacanas
social work, counseling, medicine
Camp counselors interested in · ana nursing to work with emotfonally
working with children from lower in- · disturbed children.
come families in the area.
WASHINGTON D.C. ·Washington
MAINE • Camp Matoka For Boys and Tennis Service.
Girls
Tennis instructors for positions
Counselors in various areas-- in- throughout ·the United States. ·
cluding computers. Also, camp program administrators and food service.
WESTERN
OAKLAND MAINE ~ Camp ASPEN COLORADQ • Aspen Music
Somerset for Girls
School
Positions open. for women
Dormitory 'supervisors and
~ounsclors. College credit available.
counselors.
NEW ENGLAND AREA • American
. Camping Association ·
Looking for staff members to. fill
positions from skilled counselors to
program specialists. Also, a camp
director.
MAINE · Camp Vegas for Girls
Counselors needed.

HU.BERT LAKE, MINNESOTA •
Camp Lincoln for Boys
Counselors needed.
COLORADO • Arapaho Valley
RanchCooks, bartenders, waitresses, · .
wranglers, child counselors and
housekeeping.
. . :· .~·-·

on 14K ~College-._R.._inp-.··~:; ··~·

Pri.~e. Quick!
Tenants-Cycl~s.;.~utos.

Quote

~

871-3340

~-

let's Keep, 1t·c1eon1 ·
Enjoy a friendly, clean atmosphere'to
do your laundry - try us.

Same ovvners tor 22 year•
Open: 8a.m.-9p.m. 7 days a week

WOODBURN ouos~1N~suos_
Ave.
27.23 Wo()dburn

.

at ClaYton

961-9765.

Siladium $99.95
{'ll
'It

,.,...,. .. "t.;:.

A1\~~.;,;}•"

Now's ihe time to think about
your college ring. Not just any
· · (fu<.•
ring--a 14K Gold College Ring
. ''•··-··~·
from ArtCarved. The karat gold
jewelry that's designed and hand.. · ·.
. .
. crafted for lasting value. · ·
.,,
,·
·. .:
•
·· ·
· And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold
DATE: March 21·23 ·
College Ring is more affordable than you .
·
think. Choose from an entire collection of
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and. ·
save $25. This offer is for a limited time .
; TIME: ~Oa.m.~3p.m. ·.
only, so come in and see all the great ..' .:· .
ArtCarved styles·with the custom options ·
that can let You have the ring.of your
choice. th~ way you want ii: - ' · , .
.·
So gradua_te in style. Graduaie to gold! ·

~.:!:::-;::. ;\,)

J

·

1.·oK G.o.ld Also·

I

,JIRTPARVED
\(}LASS RINGS.INC

: c 1983.·Ar!Carved Class Rings, .Inc.

•

Depos11 Required
·
MaslcrCard or \/1sa Accepled

~

. . .~fi.9,
,.~

·Nothing else feels hke real gokl.

' '

· ' ·-

<JJ..... •
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Electives offered in

.

n~'!!.J!tog!.l!."2 !J,!, f.!!l

<OK <OUOC (M.y b<
that at the student's request,
applied toward social science
· Elective courses to be included
completion of the program would
requirement)
in the Peace Studies concentration
be noted on his or her transcript.
Electives
·were recently approved by the
For further i~for_mation a~ut
HS/PO 224: Middle East Conflicts·
the peace studies concentration,
HS 243: Modern Ireland
Peace Studies Committee. The
first classes in the program se·
students should see their .. HS I PO 249: International
quence will be offered in the fall
academic counselor,.Getz, or one
Organization
of the other members of the comHS 259: Contemporary Latin
semester. .
.
.
.
Dr. John Getz, associate promittee: Dr. E. Paul Colell~, Dr.
America
Arthur Dewey, Dr. Richard
HS I PO 3 77: International
fessor of English and chairman of
the committee, stressed that "any
. Gruber, Dr. Jon Moulton, Dr. , · Relations
student interested in the p'roDavid.Weinberg, Rey, Bep(l)rrp; · ··TH 317: War and Peace;·
' .!
1 1
blems · 6£' p~aie: in; 'the:. ~orl~. '' · ·sirbn; S.J.J and. ~tudents, Pete
.EC 260: Econom'i~s ofDeveloping,
regardless of their academic major
Balash and Joe Carry.
Countries*
or their political views could parCOURSES INCLUDED IN
Required
p E A c E s T u D I E s
Peace Studies • concluding course
· , ticipate in the program."
· "Curriculum development [ir~
CONCENTRATION
to be developed
as many departments as possible]
Required ·
.
.
*Not included in schedule of
is one of the charges of the com"
HS 261: War, Culture and Society
classes

New• Reporter

·

The new·police recruits.
Call thein slobs.
Call thein jerks.
ca11 ·the1I1 gross.

Pae 3

Task force plans
counseling service
BY KATIE HUNTER

Campus Ministry, Career Planning
and Placement, Financial Aid, and
The Task Force for Counseling at the academic advisors. However,
Xavier has recommended the Dillon cited a need for "greater
organization of a wholistic health cooperation among these various
care program which will offer peer services."
and professional counseling to
Establishing greater cooperation
students. The task force was commis- among these services will be the
sioned to evaluate all the counseling greatest responsibility of the director
services on the campus chis past of t~e program, ,who has.not yet been
· · . named'. 'Dillon s~id that the director
September.
Peg Dillon, chairperson of the task' will 'be somebody already employed
force and dean of students, said that at Xavier, and will be chosen within
the various counseling . services at the next three weeks.
Xavier are good, including those ofThe director .and cwo counselors
fered , by the Psychological Services, will ~andle students' problems or
direct ·them· to another appropriate
counselor. In addition, a peer
counseling system of trained students
will be put into effect, because
•'Long before a student would go to a
faculty member, he would go to a
friend," said Dillon.
The Psychological Services, an
outgrowth of the Psychology Depanment and headed by Dr. David
Hellkamp, will remain unchanged at
Sycamore House. The Psychological
Services Center is staffed entirely by
licensed psychologists who are Xavier
professors.
Dillon stressed that while the
Psychological Services Center handles
testing, counseling, and vocational
guidance, the new center will include
many outreach programs that were
not feasible co incorporate into
Sycamore House. She added that the
counseling program will pay special
attention to the freshmen and to new
students.
New• Reporter

Senate Update
B\' MIMI O'DONNELL
Senator

It l : i !
i :

; i

PIUCE
.AlClD
What an Institution!·

'

~

'·

.
"POLICE ACADEMY" A PAUL MASL/iNSKY PRODUCTION
STARRING STEVE'GUTTENBERG • KIM CATTRALL • BUBBA SMITH• AND GEORGE GAYNES AS COMDT. LASSARD
STORY BY NEAL ISRAEL & PAT PROFT • SCREENPLAY BY NEAL ISRAEL & PAT· PROFT AND HUGH WILSON
..r ~t Ullfl"'""IC'H
.g.. ; .
.PRODUCED BY PAUL MASLANSKY ·DIRECTED BY HUGH WILSON
~.~. ~~vc·~~111tou11111cC01P11,11r. •. •
l_:.=i__ ·~·- 1.ou~ I ~UllD•I• t

.r.r
. . o...

R

OPENS AT. .THEATERS EVERYWHERE ON MARCH 23.
'

''

'

Tim Brown from Student Activities Council asked for and received funds for Bandfesc, which will
consist of four local bands and one
headliner band, the Raisins. The
festivities will last from noon co 10
p.m. on April 14.
. .
Senate approved the consmuuons
for Amnesty International and the
College Republicans.
Jim Lacey petitioned for more
funds on behalf of the Elections
Board. The funds were approved.
Lou Velasco, Student Government
Association president, said' chat the
Student Athletic Board had proposed
that intramurals be integrated with
the Athletic Department and sug·
gested that Senate have a forum to
discuss this proposal.
The Student Relations Committee
is working on a recognition dinner for
student leaders.
The Food Committee is still trying
to contact Don Wolfe who has failed
to attend four meetings.
The Book Exchange Committee is
working on a more economical way
for students to exchange their used
textbooks.
The Legislative Action Com~ittee
is writing a letter on the bdl to
establish a national drinking age of
21. The letter will be .sent to other
· universities . for endorsement and
then sent to Congress.

Typing.
of any ~Ind
Reasonable Rates .
631-6281

Commentary
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Elections
Students should learn about
candidates-for their own good
With elections coming up next week comes the perennial
election week editorial urging you all to vote. However, not only
is simply voting important, but how you vote is equally
important.
.
The elections should be taken seriously for a number of
reasons. The first and foremost reason· is one of self-interest. The
SGA president and Senate this year had ~omr?I of over $60,000
for activities and the like. These people do wield an amount of
power and control over t~e lives of th~ srn?ents.
.
Voting for good people ts most definttely m the best interest of
the students. Failure to vote or voting for people on a lark, or for
simply popularity, is a serious matter. If an undesireable gets in,
the student who didn't vote has no right to complain and no one
to blame but himself.
In this week's paper is an insert section in which the candidates tell their qualifications and their intentions for the year.
We cannot put enough emphasis on the importance of reading
this section. To read this section critically is in the students' interest. Not only does the sample reflect candidates' probable
competency but also, by extension, what they will probably do
in office.
A person should read these students' statements with several
questions in mind. Will this person do the job you want done?
Remember that this money is meant to serve your interests. Will
it if this person is elected? Do this person's campaign promises.
seem reasonable? Do they stand a reasonably good chance of being able to be accomplished? Whether you like the person is of
little real importance. You must decide how well they are fitted
for the job they are running for.

rudebarbs

RANDALL K. Hvt.KEMA

MOR' IMPORTAt.rr ...
ARE AMERICANS
GOING TO a~o AT
NIGi-iT T'-'IRSTV '?

A. Dlf=l=ICULT ISSUIL.

' c.ou.."4'r .A<;Q"-.

fw'\ANY

au~snONS...NO ~~...

ONLY ON£ °™ING IS CL'AR :
Cflt.NOIOA~S W'MO T~KE
~ONG SI°' OF TMlS
15SUG. rN '81f- WIL.1- GEi

Tl-{;

CLoe&ER'-D 8VTME MEDIA!!
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American presidential politic$: a spectator sport
BY JERRY ELLIG
Editorial Paga Editor

get it good and hard." Common or
not, we the people seem to be getting
it good and hard every four years.
Ut the Only
Critics blame the news media, the thing pro SporfS has
two-party system, the primary system
and sometimes even the candidates. that politics lacks is
But perhaps. in spite of che com- Jimmy the Greek
plaints, Americans actually are gc:tting what they wane: a spectacle . giving the betfina
which, for its combination of interest
· and foolishness, compares favorably line from Vegas. In a
with many major league spores.
COUnfiry that

A week and a half before: the opening of the baseball season, Americans
find themselves engrossed- or
engulfed- by the nation's most
fatuous spectator sport, presidential
politics.
"Good evening, this is CBS News
from Guam. Walter Airdale has
scored a stunning upset over opponent Gary Phlan tonight in the
Guamanian 'primary, winning one of
Guam's three delegates. The other
Coverage of presidential camtwo are undecided. Airdale claims paigns is, after all, so chock full of
chis unexpected but crucial victory is athletic terminology that one would
proof that his is a national think television news anchors are au
candidacy ... ''
frustrated sportscasrers at heart.
Ugh! If a few more nights of this There are from-runners, underdogs,
doesn't make us change channels to dark horses, favorites, races and concatch a Cflar/ie's Angels rerun, at tests. Who can forget all <if then-_
least we' II have a greater appreciation candidate George Bush's talk four
for the Preparation H commercials : years ago about "Big Mo,'' momenthat . invariably accompa!ly the ·rum? Big Mo deserted little George

"Abo

network TV seven days a week and
.free beer.
·'
Both spom and politics, of course,
also deal with big · bucks; Steve
Young's signing bonus is peanuts
compared to the federal deficit.
About the only thing pro spores
has that politics lacks is Jimmy the
.Greek giving the betting line from
Vegas. In a country chat tolerates indoor soccer, Big Time Wrestling and
a summer football league, can that
be far behind?

tolerates indoor
Tt
Indeed, maybe the political show
soccer,. 1g 1me
could be improved if the news media ,
Wrestling and a
were to handle the· candidates the
·
6.
t.ba"
· same way they handle quarterbacks.
SUmmer 1'00 II.
ABC could make a killing this sum/eague; CBn that bfJ
mer if they had the Monday Night
·6.ar behi"nd?. ,, ., .. ,, ... , ,fpot~.alt_c~ew. C()V~r, ~he; pe~~cr~tic

a·

National Convenuon. lmagme
Howard Cossell analyzing the party
platform. Or Dandy. Don Meredith

11

me_;~u"}e
news..
1'.f'li'H"'t J'h ~.' , ,.j~ fav~r 9f tor~er s~~cago,Y~~slpfar,~.1 -·.I
. • ' " ' 'I•/ •.~
.
~·1 '11'1'.l\I.'l 'e·,<?.?.p}f18.}'.;1w.npuqhe ~!,g~t~ .. the
e amou~ 1ourn~ .1st .L Mc~- oy-pfay. man l\~nalu Rea~an:.·-. . ·, . · ing Deario(~a~ic l'>r~s~q.ent1al nope1u 1s '·rany ·s Over' ·as th'!:' dcle'ga~ioh ftom
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. Presidential slates:

Left to right: Bill Ryan, legislative· vice president; Michelle Beckham, administrative vice president; Chris· Beer, president.

Left to right: Sarah Pflum, administrative vice president; Jerry. Goodwin,
president; Don Travis, legislative vice president.

Q: In your goals, you state that you wish to pie from the larger Cincinnati community.
Q: What makes you feel you are qualified to something like the TGIF parties in the Grill.
define the responsibilities of the Senate so it What we would like to do is bring in bands, be running for these positions?
Again, we would take surveys and find out·
may effectivel)'.. serve Xavier. Do you feel that have clubs set up booths and host sporting
A: We are qualified because we are ex- . what the students want and then act accordingthe senators do not know their responsibilities events.
perienced. We've got the track record and we ly. Sarah is a commuter. Her input is vital to
It would be an outdoor party-type activity, know what must be done to get things ac- us, because she is more aware of the proqlems
at the present time?
.
·
but its purpose would be to bring people complished. The experience in SGA and SAC commuters face. We are sensitive to these
A: Student Government has been in a transition period because of the structural changes together. We haven't looked into the financial shows our determination and motivation.
problems.
resulting from the creation of the ·student.Ac- feasibility of such an event, but we feel that it
We're not starting out at ·square one Q: One of your goals is to conduct polls and
would ~e'·oric" waf. fo- give i:he. students back. -~w-e:re already-moving because of the 'positions ' SUf!eys for more input ~n issues that affect
tivities Council (SAC). Senators have been at
loss because their ro!Csind responsibilities have their activities fee. Ii: would be a free·-for-all we hold now. We've paid our dues and- we've students. What rype of issues would-these be? · - .
changed. SAC has taken on all the social events ushering in spring, perhaps as an alternativ~ to gotten re~ults.· Wc are here with the experience
A: The surveys would be used to get a better· ·
and. the ways, and the time is now to meet the feel for the needs and wants of the students.
that Senate used to handle and has developed a ·Greek Week.
, . Q: How do you plan to enhance bonds bet- needs of the student body.
separate -identity.
· The surveys will not only' cover interests about
ween the administration and Student
Q: Listed aniong your goals, you want to speakers, ·activities, etc., but also issues that
We want to ·create a strong Student Govern- Government?
continue and maintain the quality of events for will go on the city, state or even national
ment Association, not separated branches. The
A: We would do this by making the ad- the students' entertainment.' What types o.f ballots. This will help us act as a part of a large
Senate -needs to address the students' needs ministration more aware of what we're doing, entertainment do you have in mind for next scale lobbying organization.
outside· of the social area. These would include informing them of meeting times and having year?
We would become a member of a coalition
issues such. as lobbies for federal financial aid, all members of SGA meet with top adto campaign or lobby for or against issues
problcms with security, teacher evaluations and ministrators at the beginning of each term to
A: Well, it's a day to day thing.· As for which affect the students, depending on how
relations .with the communitY.,
introduce them to one another.
knowing certain groups or events, we don't the student .body reacts to those issues. The
In addition, it is important· to remember·
We feel that· it's important, for the adknow at this time. But we do know we can and surveys will tell us how the students feel. We
. that SAC is not an elcctc~ body, yet it does ministration to know who the student leaders will try for the absolute best we can achieve.
then will be a team of action working for. the
deal wi.i:h a huge· body of funds .. As the . are. We feel that Fr. Currie is very concerned
The Enjoy the Arts program is something students .
. students' elected representatives, the Senate about the students, and we plan. to respond to ciiltui'at;· feasible and tangible for Xavier
should have a much bigger voice in determin- this.
students. If the interest is there, we may work
Q: How· do you plan to conduct these polls
ing what events will be sponsored, not just ap. Q: How do you plan to integrate com~uter something out with that program .. The dis- and surveys?
proving· funds. We· plan :to .be clear about and dorm students? ··
counts available and opportunities arc fanta5tic
A: Pamphlets and questionnaires work the
Senate responsibilities, and we would insist on
A:. We feel ~hat the key· emphasis here with the Enjoy the Arts p_rogram.
best. Meeting_peoplc on the mall and asking
·should be publicity. We would like to make
When it comes to speakers or top acts, you them to fill out a questionnaire is rather fast .
the active participation of all 16 senators.
. Q: What are .. youi
for ·wanting' to
sure. that ·commuters arc aware. of activities ··_have to.watch for them .. Things pop up quickly Going through the dorms .or offering coffee
form a council ·made up of representatives from. ·. because th~y are planned for everyone. This is ·sometimes, and it's all in taking advantage of . and doughnuts to commuters works well .
.all Campus organizations? . :
. - · .
really not our principle issue.
· ··
. who.is where and when. What's important i.s . The questionnaires will not .be time-4_: The rtal goal of ao inter-Club council isfo · .. 'Qi. Why. do· you plan .to reinstitute· the that we·make events mQre frequent, improve .consuming or misleading because we will be
encourage student involvement; A lot .of pco- · :.freshnlan pictorial? . .
die quality and maintain it.
. working closely with the p~ychology_ dcpanQ: How do you plan to upgrade dorm ment and br. Shriberg's office t_o create qucsple belong·to at least onc·club. This could pro-· . ·. A: _We think it's good to find out just !'ho is
'
. tionnaircs which arc fair. We don't want qucsmotc working-together among clubs. For exam· ·.in. you~. class, Without it, there really is no . sec1arity? ·
A; We !'ant to develop strategics and . tions to be sl~~ted or misleading.
.
ple, the joint: efforts of several· organizations : · ~thee. war. This _would be espc«;ial,ly irpf>Prtant
.
·
workable plans to rid dorm students of the
could do a, lot to attract major speakers. . · , .,.: for com.mu~~~· . ·
Q: Why. do you feel that you are qualified ha5slcs wf ve all heard about recently, such as .
Q: What would be the purpose of setting up
· · With a council of this :type, all studentlcadcrswould·be.kcpiinformcd of what is go- . .fonhcsepositions? '
·.
.
strange men walking into women's rooms-~ an adYisory board to link Student Government
in~ on~ro~n~ ~~pus .~'!n~. cit~c.r.groups.
A: Asa-tea~, we draw ~ur cxpcr!encc fr?m · this type of thing could ·be vcr)' ·dangc_rous. with club.organization leaden? .
,
A: '.It will achieve a greater input from more
With the president and bo~h vice presidents of· ·,many .areas,. both .at-. Xavier an~ in outside We're not going to wait for someone to be hurt
· SGA presiding;· it would be primarily a forum · oiganizations. This gives us a fresh outlook on ·before we take action.
·. students. h will be a human poll because it gets
where the representatives' would.make reports ., Student Government.
We want input from othcr.univcrsiti~s to~cc · more people in touch and in tune with what is
and share ideas.
. · ·· · .
· ..
.Chris:· ~'I've · been. involved in diverse ac- how they address such issues,, take polls for stu- going on in the SGA and on campus. The
Q; ffo~doyoufeel·thatweekly luncheons in. ·.·.·.tivitics -~ .Studcgt .Government, Campus dent input and then act accordingly, We want board will be-able to improve the· calendar of
the Grill would be beneficial? ' · ,. . . .
Ministry and spons. I feel _that because of this I to make the. students -aware of the potential events· bCcausc all dubs and organizations will
•If the president and both vice presidents . work well ~h many differenttypes of people. ,trouble they .arc asking for when they leave . be represented. .
·
of Student Government were down in the Grill
I' in very competitive, .and I like to do more . ·doors ajar for anyone to walk into the dorm The new calendar will offer publicity fot all
rcgularly,'"then they woul4 be mo.re accessible thaq the norm.'.' ·
. · .· . : . · .
·· ' . · it's truly dangerous.
. ·clubs and give dubs opportunity and access to
· to students. If a student has a gripe. he or she · ··Michelle: "From being on Student Govern-.
, more channels of getting things accomplished.
would· be. obliged to. res- ._ment for two ·years; 1· can see where· the pro,'_ .... Q: What·are your plans for. the commuter
Q: 'Do you have any other eommcnts?
could 'tell us and
pond. We don't want to duck stude·m · blems are. I know the system well enough to -students?. ·
.
._ . .
A: It is.important to have thc,will and.the
\. .
. initiate the necessary changes." . ·
A: Basica!ly, .the two .main concerns we have. determination to follow through with this coi:ncomplaints.
·
. Q: Could you,: e~plain, _ymu ~ ide?s .behind , . '·~ill: . ''I '.ve had ~ lot . ?f .exper.i~.~ce )P 1_ ,. f<n t~e. co~!Jlt.iiers iil~l~de a commute~ study . mit.mcn.t to serve the st~dcnts of Xa~1cr
Aprilfcst?" ·
... , ;• . , ,, , , , ·'·· .. , , .•.....l~g1s.lauve ,p_mced~re m, ~ha1r1'1g•IJle~t{~gs. I n:i.: . l9u!1gc ~nd, bc:uer, dayu01e programmmg for • l!~tvcmty.•Wc h~~~: that will and dctcr~m~-. ·
.· A:·: The purpose ofth1s· 1s to get. the wh.Qle, ., .president of the- College Democrats here at ... thcu, en1oyll)enJ. ,We also want to-,auract· the. ; uon; Our m.otto ts .. We arc hc~c. Th~ time is .
Xav.ii:r community involved, includfog '.Xavier, and I presided over the state wide con· commi.ncrs back to Xavier in the evening for now." We want this job, we arc qualified and
st~dcnts; alumni; faculty', as well as other peo-. vcntion of the Ohio College Democrats.
parties, movies. etc. We would like to reinstate we· can do it.
/
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Senate candidates:

All candidates for Student Government Association
offices .were asked to fill out questionnaires. stating
- their qualifications, goals and motiva,tion for running.
The following are their responses,~edited only occasionally for brevity.
Motivation:
The main reason for my running is
chat my qualifications and .expecta·
tions are at a reasonable co-existence. I
believe I would be able to work hard at
· the position. I also know chat I will get
the job done.

KIM BAKER

Q11alifications: ·

.

During the past tw? y~~rs, .I. hav~
1served in, various. capac~ue,s,. in the
Student Government Association. As
a freshman, I served on two !=ommit·
tees: the Student Relations Commit·
tee and the Large Screen. lV Com·
mittee. To gain a: better understan·
ding of the wor~ings of Student
Government; I attended senate
·'meetings for a semester.
At the end of the semester, I
became vice president of Edgecliff
Council. During my term, the coun:
cil was restructured, a new constitu·
tion drawn up, problems resea_rched
and solved, and more activities car·
ried ou.r. Being vice president has
provided invaluable experience in
dealing with the problems faced by
students.
.

Goals:

· Motivation:

!decided to run for·Senate because
I want to be· a part of Student
Government and have a say in some
of the things that are dedded upon
for students. I feel that I would be a
Student Government should be an good asset 'as a senator because I am
organiiation that not· only acts as a willing to work and spend time in
forum through which the student making Xavier's Student .Governbody can voice us opm1on, but also ment better. lwant to.be included in
one that provides worthwhile and, new issues and ideas. for students and
. meani'ngful activities. I'd like co help I am more than willing to go out to
··students and hear .what they have to
strengthen both of these areas.
say. As a senator I know I can do this.

.
MARGIE DIVISH
Qualifications: ·
I. was· involved in student governQ11alificalions:
. ) feel my qualifications for senate

are characteristk I of my JiersciriaJity ~
and being. I ·think my' leadership
·ability is one of strengths. I feel that
my ability is not too strong that it
cannot be built on, but I feel it is an
essential part of being in the senate~
Another quality which works dosely with the first, is my ability to listen
and understand others. It is essential
in the position I seek to be. a go'Od
listener. It is also a good factor for efficient leadership positions.
· I feel another good quality is '?Y
personality. My personality would
help for relations with the students.
By having .a good relationship with
the students, I am better able to
understand their.needs and wants. I
also have a good working knowledge
of a .Student Government, which
enables me to understand what
government can do and what the
people need from this government. ·

While vice president, many of the
problems which· presented
themselves were not solely problems
'
faced._ by Edgecliff students but by all Goals:
I have three basic expectations of
students of Xavier. Such problems
need to be dealt with by a governing what I wish to accomplish. The first is
body which represents all of the stu· to substantiate a good working relationship betwee11 the members of the
dent body.
.
Senate has, at 'present, members senate. and the student body. I
which .represent commuters and understand this will be a h'iud task to
Xavier dorm students, but has no undertake, ·butl plan to work hard at
members which represent Edgecliff this.
students. By serving 3:S a senator, · I
The second is to try to get the stucan not only work on problems facing dent. body more involved with the
all students but can represent university functions. In order to do
this, I must accomplish my third exEdgecliff.
peccation. I am going to try and find
Motivation:
Although I did accomplish much out what type of activities a.nd funcas Edgecliff Council's vice president, tions the students want and like and
I found that I ·was .somewhat try to push them to the best of my
restricted in what I· could do. As a ability. I don't chink these expectasenator, I gain great freedom of ac- tions are too great or elaborate to action, therefore,' I can accomplish complish, and with hard work I will
more.
cry to accomplish these expectations.

.
..
. MATHEW.BRODBECK

Qualificat~(ms:

mendn high school ·and. I was the
editor of the school new~pap~r. Since
·' I've bee11; ~.t?'~Yi~~t l'.ve :b~e11; ~ctive
; , . iinhe Y (>Ung [)emocrats, attending
the Ol:tio College ..Democrats convention in Columbus last year as,a votiqg
delegate. I als~ participate in the activities of Earthpr~ad, workfrig with
committees on Food Week and Peace
Week.

Back-in high school, I was student
body president in a fairly large
school. ·1 also held several leadership
BRIDGET M. CORRIGAN
Goals?
positions while attending a·military· • I would like to get the dorm
style preparatory school after high Qualifications:
My quali,ficatlons for .senate, in- students and commuters . more
school.
·In addition to these, I've' worked clude ·previous involvement iri stu~ united, perhaps with the formation·
several years in part-time jobs dealing dent government during high school. ofa shared lounge. ·
• I would like to establish stronger
with the public. From these ex- · I have. also proxied for senators .at
periences, I feel I've developed ·an Xavier for some meetings. I am cur- rapport between· the students and the
ability to talk to people and get . rently a member of the Kuhlman ·senate.
· • I would like to work with the
things done in a diplomatic way. I Hall Residence council and have. participated in the College Friends Food Committee co·· try to improve
currently-am captain of Xavier's row·
.program.
the food service, especially the
ing club. ·
Besides being an elementary posting of nutrition information and
Goals:
Obviously, specific goals have to education student; lam employed at the problem of food waste.
be determined by the newly elected the Teacher Education and Place- Motivation:
administration. Taking this into con- ment Office .. I feel my qualifications
I feel .that I have been. here long
. sideration,I would hope that I could show my willingness to· become in- enough to have seen so~c problems
fairly represent the wants· and ·needs volved .and to act responsibly for that n'eed to be worked.on. I'd like to
of my constituents to the senate so 'Xavier's Student Government.
become involved in the governing
th at their concerns are addressed. · Goals:
process of this school, and I would
If elected to.. Senate, I expect to like to be abl~ to bring s9me new
I woµld_:,(lefinitely like to see ~ore
p a rt i c i.p a t i o n i n S t u de n t ·become· more involved with. Student ideas i0 to this process. .
.
Government-sponsored activities, Government and the issues that area ·
but some activities are more popular deals with. I would like to see better
Typographies firm located in
than others. I hope that if an en- relations . between commuting and
Clifton is hiring for part-time
thusiastic group of officers and residence hall students and possibly
evening for April and May and
senators is elected, more people will establish more activities that could
full-time this summer. We seek
realize the activities that are bring all.students together .. ·
intelligent individual with
available.
I would expect to be as active and ·
good typing ability (MUST test
Motivation: . .
1 responsible. a senator as·I could be,
.. I had two main reasons for runn· keepmg up with the ev~nts and con- · · ·.at·· 50wpm to qualify), good
knowledge of English, math
ing, My first was a desire to gee in- cc;rns of students. I especially would
aptitude: and aesthetic sense.'
volved more actively at Xavier. the like to let students be updated widi
We especially like. Liberal Arts
second is that I do not feel that the what is going on in Student Governmajors, and our "graduates"
representation offered by the cUTrent ment and always cake any suggestions
have an employable skill!
· senate is: the best the student body or criticisms that they might have to
. . . Call 42_1-·1163.
offer.
· ·
_has to offer.·_
0

· HELP WANTED

Clifton's newest club.:

Bill Caldwell
withs
Every
For more. inform~tio_n, please complete· .tile• ro111)on .
. below and f~rward 1t to: Revere~~erry Dom,_Glenmci,.Y .
Home Missioners, Box 46404, Cincinnati. Ohio ~5246•.··~.
Name---:----:--~--:--'------'----_:_----'-Age·_~-'--

College
Year.ofStildy_._·_ __
Address ........~_,__ _ _ _--:---.,-'--'--'----~-~'---'--. City-:----:----:----- State
Zip
. ··
Telephone (_,_._.j
--'--------'--'---

·

Thursday, March ·22, 1984
ANTHONY FIX .

Qualifications.:
• Member Pi Alpha Phi fraternity
• Co-captain... of my higli school
· tennis team
• Captain of my H.S. swim team.
• Editor of H.S. yearbook
•Editor ofH.S. newspaper
•Editor of'Literary
Magazine-'' Menagerie''
•Chairman-Little Sisters
•Organization of Pi Alpha Phi
Fraternity
·
·

·Goals:

,

Xavier News

realized the· need for more effective · students and representatives, and in c~ntributing fresh ideas, possibly
leaders within Student Government. possibly more.
towards the planning of more exI believe that rriy ~ffectiveness as a Motivation:
citing social events, better planned
l decided to ·run for the office of and more fun events in the grill and
senator' would greatly enhance the
relationship _between the administra- Senate because I want to be involved · the cafe.. This can be accomplished by
tion and the• students as provided in;·what goes on here on campus, not
planning activities and contributing
just someone who sits on the sidelines
through the position I seek.
ideas and working with SAC and
complaining, criticizing or other organizations to promote
BRIDGET MACMILLAN
·uninterested .. ·1 h~ve great pride and
events . that encourage closeness
Qualifications:
concern for this school and want to be. within the Xavier student
I feel I am q·ualified to run for a pan of it and lea,.ve my mark on it community.
Senate bec;:ause of ·my previous ex- through Student Government.
I also plan on remaining and being
perience with.Student Government. I
as open and receptive as possible
was class presiqent for two years, class
KARIN (SPAZ) MENDOZA
towards others so that new ideas can
representative-at-large and Student Qualifications:
be recognized; absorbed and exCounCil president.
In high school I was involved in a ecuted to their fullest potential.
I also have enthusiasm and ability program sponsored by· the Cincinnati Motivation:
to accomplish the. job. If elected, I
City Council te> familiarize students
I have always had an interest in
have a keen awa'renes~ of my respon- with the functions and duties of city becoming involved in Student
sibilitics~ ;and would . work hard to- i ,government. This program, Youth in Government~ and'" I '·feel that by
fulfill them. Plus, I have a great .will- .. City. Government, . enabled me to· 'tlecorriing' directly ·involved·, · I can
ingness to .learn and to work with obsei:ve and. through involvement voice the opinions and feelings that I
others and I would not qui_t until the learn the workings of a successful share commonly with others in the.
student body.
·
job was finished.
.
government system.
I have confidence in myself that I
Finally, I am ready to devote my
I am also acquainted with the imtime and energy, all that is necessary portant aspect of planning ·major can be fully receptive, open, and
and more, to ensure that the job is' social events and the responsibilities understanding of others so that true
· well done and the students well and ?futies they entail. I gained this sentiment and opinions are expressed
represented.
experience by having the privilege of fully. I also feel that involvement in
Goals:
working closely with the sophomore Student Government is a valuable
If elected, I expect to be a ~en~tor 'class president and class represen- learning experience, a means of
that addresses· and fulfills the needs. tatives in planning many of the devoting time, effort and talent
towards truly rewarding goals.
and desires· of the students. One sophomore class activities.
.t~ing in particular that I hope to acThrough this valuable experience,
GARY TOPPER
complish is greater student involveI was exposed also to the practical
ment in campus activities that are ap- aspects of good organization, the Qualifications:
pealing, new and different.
budgeting of time, publicity and
First of all, I am . involved with
- I _would a!so expect tp. accomplish · _gaining cooperation and the support several ·ocher clubs at Xavier. This
the continuation of events ·chat are a of others. I feel that l have the eri- goes to show that I am the type of
parc-of Xavier tradition and student i:husiasm, dedication ·and practical person who enjoys .getting involved
life.· I would work to accomplisiJ ·.ability to contribute towards sue- and will do well. I have taken classes
- greater school spirit and pride. Final- cessfully maintaining the office of a which promote leadership. I feel that
ly, I would expect to ·accomplish all student senator and the optimism to I am truly open-minded, · well·
organized and a good co-ordinator.
that -is expected of me by my fellow
better what already exists .

munication skills and my eagerness to
be involved with student activities.
Examples of this during, my high
school years include: Student Council, Theatre.. Arts Club, Spirit Com~·
mince, marching band, Radio Club,·
and of C:Y.O.
Here at Xavier I am a communication art~ major. Throughout my first ·
year here, I have been involved with
Pax Christi, Karate Club, and the
Xavier Players, as well as being a DJ.
at WVXU. I feel I am a responsible
and affable person, the kind to repre- .
sent you adequately in the Student
Senate.
If elected to the Student Senate, I
plan to concentrate ·most on those
duties.a senator is noted for, such as
beiri~~rivolved ,,!"ith +!~committees
of SGA and paymg parucular attention to the allocation of funds. I want
to commit myself to the shaping of a
more effective. SGA through increased interaction with the student body.

I expect to accomplish the ..following goals· if elected:
•To. develop a Senate where the
· students know ·chat they can have
their views. and, opjnions, represt:nted
fo rhe best: of my" ability. ·· .. •
• To· i:ry;
meet the. myriad' and
varied recreational. and intellectual
desires of both the dorm students
artd the commuting students.
e A fac.ulty/student communicating ability unmatched by any Motivrition:
other senator at any other time in this
I feel tl!ere have been various
university's recent history.
misuses· of student funds this past
• To try and achieye a lasting spiri_t . y·ear-and if elected, I will make sure
of Xavier's philosophy, "One for all, that resources are allocated to only
and all for one."
the most desireable and beneficial
Motivation:
courses. I also wish to learn more
As a freshman, I·have foµr years to about SGA and how it works. Getdevote to this school. I could allow ' ting involved and gaining practical
· others to determine the course of the experience I feel is the best way to
school, but. then I would be Jying to achieve this.
myself.
STEVEN KOENIG.
Xavier creates · an ·environment
·
. where students are encouraged to use Qualifications:
My qualifications are my previous
their own initiative to look, to explore. I feel that the best way to serve leadership experiences in high school
that spirit is by looking· at what the student government. The. experience
students want or desire' and' explor- includes my offices held: juniordass
ing the many ways in Student . president, junior representative,
Government in which lean give the senior representative; and chairman
of student activities. Also, as senior
students what they.want.
resident my potential as a leader proWhen I feel i:hat.I have done that,
then I can saf in all honesty that I ves I am qualified for the position.
Goals:
·
have'- acnieved something n'ot for
As a senator I would expect to do
myself but for .the students of this
as much as possible; for those I repre"
uniyersity and the university itself.
sent-the students. This ability to
GUS GALLUCCI
represent student needs is the highest
Qualifications: .
goal of this position.
I think I would make an excellent Motivation:
Senator because of my credible COIT)~
· I decid~d to seek this office after I

to
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Goals:

Goals:.
I wish tO promote better relationships between commuters and dorm
students and also between the
students. and the administration. I
· ~ant to be able to encourage students
to respond and voice feelings concerning current issues such as the future
plans surrounding the proposed pub,.
and to be able to "relate these ideas
well.
I hope to stimulate student interest
St~ven

a

I intend to induce fairness in the
decisions which are made and also to
, serve the students in general and
fulfill their needs:
·

Motivation:

..

As mentioned previOusly, I am involved with other clubs and activities
and now is the time to get involved
with Student Government. I tt-.el that
I can offer my personal skills to aid
the organization.

Koenig .

·Gary Topper
. >
~

\· ;"-• ..

..

•'

--

..,, :.''_.:

WHO?

Juniors, Sophomores
and
. .
.
.Freshmen-You must show. your XU/EC I.D..
-

'

WHERE AND ·WHEN?
.Marcli28
University Ce~t_er-10:30am~:39pm
A~te~ Han Lotiby;.10:30a~-2:00pm
·/

March29
University Center~ 10:30ani-2:30pm. ·
Alter Hall' Lobby-10:30am-2:00pm
.
~ullivan Hall-10:30am-2~00pm

March3o··
UniversitY Center~l0;30am-2:30pm
Alter Hall Lobby-_10:30am-2:00pm
. Sullivan Hall"'.10:30am-2:00pm

_,._......,._.......,-.....;....-...,;,,;,,----_.._.._.._..
____~------------------------------------------~------------~--·1· ,
..
;',

.._

_Thursday, .March 22,. 198~>··'
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senior class president and vice president

, .

•Steven Drew

Ken.Kiley

I plan to uphold the traditional
events sponsored by the senior class as
well as creating new and exciting
activities.

Ken Kiley

Q11alifications:
For the past two years I have served
as a student senator and have had a
close. working relationship ·with rriy
fellow senators and SAC members.
This relationship is essential in fundraising and the organization or
various activities:
As a senior resident, I have had the
opportunity to display my leadership
abilities and feel that this is advantageous for the position of senior class
president.

Goals:
If elected to office ·1 plan to make
next year's senior dass even more suecessful than in recent years.

Motivation:
I am running for senior class president · because I feel I have the
qualities necessary to let the seniors
remember and cherish their final year
of college life.
~teven Drew

Qualifications:
In ·my years here at Xavier University l have had a good relationship
with my fellow students. .
I am a hard worker and responsible
which is demonstrated b · m · in-

Jeanne Rademacher
· Raul- Rosado
tions with the school administrators
volvement in various extra curricular · Raul Rosado/Jeanne .Rademacher
and SGA by developing good comactivities such as . senior reside~t,
muniCations with them.
member of the basketball team~a11d Qualifications:
As a ticket there are three very
student tutor.
strong. points that qualify us for this . , ,One of the. major goals is to plan ·
position: past 'experience, balance' social event~ ~hat will make 1985'a
Goals:
If elected· to the office of senior between. dorm/commuter rep.resen- year to remember .. We will put all .
dass vice-president, J, plan to con-. tation, and willingness and en- our energy into planning the prom,
Senior Week and other social ac:
tini.Je the tradition of the .senior class thusiasm, plus the time to do it.
Together we have a combined ex- tivities to make them the .bes~ ever!·
as well as originate new ideas for
perience of five years ·on student
events and fund raising activities.
senate, work on student relations Motivation:
Motivation:
My intentions in running for vice- committee, commuter council, grill
A class always needs·scrong leaderpresident of the senior class· is that I renovation committee, and Manresa ·
fed l have. the ability and freshman orientation, both as staff ship, especially during senior year. In
.our .final year we would have the
·perseverance to make the final year of and core members.
responsibility to plan the events that "
each·srudent's' college career a very Goals:
We want to establish good rela- are usually the most memorable·.
memorable and fulfilling experience.

Junior class officers-no candidates announced
Sophomore class president and vice president

Michael Crane
Michael Crane/ Anthony Warwick

Qutilifications:·
Mike: Although I have never held a major
office in Student Government I · feel that I
understand what needs to be accomplished by
the position that I am seeking. My whole life
has revolved around a large family and athletic
teams. These have provided me with the
knowledge and how to work in group
conditions.
Tony: I feel that I am ·qualified on the fact
that I know arid get along with people. While
in high school, I was heavily involved in the activities and lettered in baseball, basketball and
football. Therefore, I've always been working

, Rob Noschang
Frank Kerley
. .
pand upon the foundation ofexcellence \\'hich ·
. · Rob Noschang/Frank Kerley
Qt1fllification,~:
· Anthony Warwick
lias been laid this year by the freshmen class ..
in group situations, and trying to improve
Rob is currently freshman class president. He
Activities such as the MASH and beach paris completing ~is third year in Student ties and the freshmen retreat were great sucmyself and the things around me.
Goals:
Government
cesses, and we hope to extend that success into
We expect to provide the sophomore class
In high school, he was a student represen- other religious, academic, and social areas next
with the opponunity to express themselves in · tative for two years, and president and vice year.
student government and campus activities.
· presid~nt of th.e National Honor Society his
We also in.tend to' build the class.budgedn
order to aid us in 'these.new endeavors.
One of our main goals is to upgrade student junior and senior year.
Frank served as a student representative for Motivation:
.
life for the sole purpose of making the re.We decided to run for office because we
mainder of our college career the most rewar- one year in high school and served on the. exding years of our life.
ecutive board in his senior year.
wanted to continue· to be actively involved in
While. at Elder High School he was the co- ·school affiars.
We also feel that through our previous exMotivation .:
·editor 'in chief of the school paper and a four
· perience we can provide the guidance and
We feel that we have the qualities -that arc year staner on the basketball team.
needed · to improve 'the position of· the · Goflls: ·
leadership that is necessary to build upon last
·
sophomore class.
Through election we hope to continue to.ex- year's achievements.·

Sophomore cla~s representatives
Kathleen Gallaaher

.Qufllification.F

I

Kathleen Gallagher

.Edgeclllf Councll

. .

.

activities that ~ilf help the members
of the sophomore class get.to know
one another better.
·

• Class. secretary sophomore, junior
Motivation:
and senior year
·
• Student council • sophomore
. i hope by running . for office to
French club treasurer • senior .
become more involved at Xavier and
• National French·. Honor Society with my cla5s. · .
.
president • junior and senior
· l would like to play a bigger pan in·
• School representative at Hugh· . helping my class· to.plan activities and
to. represent its membcr5. ·
O'Brfen Leadership Conventi()ri .
. S<>phomore
. Bar~~ Graham ·
Q11fllifications: · : '" ' · .'. ·.1!; · • · ' '
• Cheerleading captain · · .
• 4.0 average in high school
I w~ acti~e in student government
Goals:
·
: throughout 'my hiih ~hool career,
lhopc to be invol~ed in. organizing... 'having becri elected. as ada5s offic~r
•

· Camille Nolasco

Goflls: ·

· · ···

I would like to sec a greater rappon : . · .
between the. president. and :inenibers ...
of the s0phomore class. hivolvcmcrit : .
· in ·any group requires open. lines. of
communication at all times. · :· . · ·

Motit1fliioni ·

·

· ·..

·.

·· ·

I. am 'running for· class repr~sen~ · ·
;tative. ~cause I feel I am bapa~!c. of ·
doing the job and I enjoy the iilvolvement that comes with ·being a
representative.

GoJs: · · ·
..
needs.·
.1 will continue to carry out the ac• · · Goals:

· Qufllijiciltio11s:

Camille Nolasco

·my ·freshman year atid being a
member and-. president of Student.
eo·unc1'I . · · ·· · ·
·
·· ·· ·...· · · · .... ·

,

"'

..

.
tivities stated in the Edgecliff Council
· The most iniponant thing l want
I feet my major qualification is the constitution ·.developed under my to. accomplish .is .to contribute. to
fact that I am· the present Edgecliff term.
.
uniting Edgecliff and the main cam" : ..
Council· president. Since · becoming Motivation:
pus as one campus, and to help peo- . · · ··
president last April, Ibave developed
I feel my work as president is not pie from Xavie.r to appreciate. the '
a knowledg~ of how Student Govern- · •co~pleted and a change in leader- ·. faci'litics and activities of : the··
ship would destroy· the continuity of. Edgecliff Campus.
'ment works arid now :co solve pro· · ·blemslmayen·counter.'" •,·
·the council:
· . ·
..... Motivation:·
... :.~.>
.' ...
,
. . .
· ·· .. .
l.yzzett'e Velazquez
·. As a secretary, of the Eclgecliff.•,:· .'
~.dditi~nally,. my·position as senior '· 1 Qualifi~alions: · . ··. . , · · .
. Counci! this year ( reto8nized· ho\Y,:):.,\; ·.;
resident· m Sullivan Hall·has. earned• . 'Heel tha~ my major qualifiraticiri·is· inuch more can be' done'.for','this«. '<·
me a valuable· experience 'in dealing '• that I am ·now the secretary I treasurer.. .: dorm< From this position and \\.Ith ... ·...
·with people; which; I . fed is· a·'; of the EdgediffCoundL I have been the help.of.the·president;.i can· hope-· ·
necessary quality of the Edgecliff living for two· years.in SIJllivan Hall so to accomplish more for the· benefit of
Council president.
I kno~ the people there and their all .the residems of Sullivan Hall.
.
'
'
..
'

'

Barbata. Giaham

Sp···orts
.

..

· .·
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Xavier harvests Buckeyes,
advances to· second round
8\' GREG KUETERMAN

13 points a game going into the contest; scored 10 first-half points.

Sports Reporter

Ohio State vs. Xavier. That big
bad team. from up north playing the
tiny Jesuit school down by the Ohio
River in the first round of the National Invitational Tournament. A
blowout? They already had plans to
match the Buckeyes against Notre
Dame in the second round. Too bad.
Final score: Xavier 60, Ohio State 57.
Calling it an emotional game
would be an understatement. With
9, 715 screaming fans in the Cincinnati Gardens, · XU · battled the
Buckeyes shot for shot: The biggest
lead of the game was an early fivepoint lead for Ohio State. The lead
changed hands 16 times in the second half alone. Finally, an overtime
period was needed to decide a winner. Xavier prevailed 60- 57.
''This is obviously the biggest win
for Xavier since I've been here,"
Musketeer Coach Bob Siaak said after
the game. "I don't want to take
anything away from the 1958 NIT
champs, but this has to be the biggest win in recent history for
Xavier."
The first half was dominated by
two players, Ohio Sfate's'TroyTaylor
and Xavier's Jeff Jenkins. The XU
center scored 14 first-half points
while pullirig down five ·rebounds.
Taylor, the Buckeye guard averaging

Taylor sank several shots from t.he
20-foot range to help keep the
Buckeyes in the game throughout the
half. The Musketeers held a slim•
30-28 lead at the intermission. ·
In spite of Taylor's hot hand in the
early going, Staak was pleased with
hineam's defense for the first half.
"We were right on him the whole
time. Fortunately there was no threepoint rule during this tournament,
because a couple were really out
there. Bur anvtime someone cries to
beat us from the outside I'll feel comfortable because over rhe long haul
that's not going to happen. It's when
you get beat on the inside that you
have to watch out for.''
As the game entered the second
half, Jenkins continued his onslaught
for Xavier. The senior from-Newark,
New Jersey finished the game with 30
points, -but XU was unable to produce any significant lead. With the
score 51-all with 1: 16 remaining in
regulation, Jenkins hit two foul shots
to ·give the Muskies a two poim
advantage.
Ohio State's Ronnie Stokes hit a
six-footer with O: 31 left to tie the
score at 53. The Muskies then ran the
clock down to 9 seconds before call-

ICELllDllR IS STILL
YOUR BEST VALUE
TO EUROPE.
......-------.--LUXEMBOURG----.
. · .....DTRIP FROM:

'ti -~· · .!,L
... ;..··

···8181i

CHICAGO .

DE_TROIT .

· ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS, FRANKFURT ANO NICE.- .
REMEMBER, ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE BREATHTAKING
BEAUTY OF ICELAND. AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:
• Free deluxe motorcoach from Luxembourg to select cities in
Germany, Belgium and Holland. • Bargain train fares to Swi~zerland
and France. • Super Saver car rentals from $69/week m
Luxembourg. • Free wine with dinner, cognac after. .
.

Super APEX Fares. May.1-Juite y, IYl!t. 7-60 day.sta)'. 14 da)' :id~anc~ purchase r~q~ed ..
lcelandair to Luxembourg. Luxair cqnnectin11 semce to other destmatmns. Purchase t1<kets
.

........

..........
·+i -'7 Arnev

in U.S. All fares subject tochanae and govenunent approval. See your travel agent or caU

~

;---··~·-~

.. ·

Jll6,

ICEL.ANDAIR
NOW MOfll THAN IVlfl YOUfl 811 f VALUI fO IUflOPI

.·

ing two consecutive timeouts. When
the ball was put back into play,
Jenkins missed a 15-footer that just
rolled off the rim, sending Xavier into. it's fourth overtime game of the
year.
The .teams traded baskets twice
before XU's Vic Fleming hit one of
two free-throws with 0:23 left, giving
XU a one-point lead.
Xavier's Dexter Bailey then fouled
Clarence McGee with four seconds remaining, giving Ohio Stare a chance
to take a last-second victory. McGee's
first foul shot, however, rolled· off the
rim and rhe Muskies, following two
more foul shots by Fleming, came
away with ·a 60-57 overtime thriller
over Ohio State.
Buckeye Coach Eldon Miller refused to put rhe blame on the freshman
McGee for rhe loss.
"I told him that people who don't
understand will remember that
tomorrow. Hopefully you won't.
You go out: and play hard and try to
make free-throws. If you miss them,
you go out and try to make them
again. But he will be a great player
for Ohio State University."

Xavier battles the boards In the 60·57 win over OSU.

Baseball

Muskies return· 4-8
B\' BARBARA STEGEMAN
· .Sport• Editor

Although .. they own a 4-8 mark
after - the 'southern i:rip, Head
Baseball Coach Larry Redwine was
vc:ry pleased with his team's performance.
"Statistically, " commented Red wine, "we're not as good (as 1983),
but playing the competition we faced
was good for us."
The "competition" for · the
Ohio State ends the year with a Musketeers was top-ranked foes like
15-14 record, while XU's record went Creighton, St. Leo, Eckerd, Iowa
to 21-10 with th~ win.
State, Florida, and Western Kentucky. Despite the tough battles, XU
. showed promise for the rest of the
season.
Seven of nine starters arc batting
.290 or better. As a team, they've
collected 38 stolen bases in 12 games .
And they've earned a spot in the national top 20 for defense .
Individually, Ted Shalloe leads the
team in stolen bases and hitting
along with Bob Knutson. Both arc

Xavier ·was led in scoring by
Jenkin's 3o;''followed by 17 points
from Vict9r Fleming. Taylor scored
16 points for Ohio State, as did Dennis Hopson: Tony Campbell, OSU's
leading scorer with an 18-poim
average was held to 11 points by the
Muskie defense.·

averaging around . 340. Other . 300 or
better hitters include Joe Daddino,
Bill Carroll, Bob·. Biegc:f. Tom
Millikin, and Mike Kelly.
The tearri battery, Redwine
assured, is coming along.
· "I've been getting great catching
from Tony Traub and Kelly who has
. really been hitting for us. Pitching
during the first rotation was horrible.
The second rotation was better."
Pete Sherman, Rick Noll, Tim
Whelan, David Neuer, and Art
Knott are noteworthy in that area.
The Muskies begin a five team
homestand this afternoon with a
doubleheader against Thomas More
at 2 p.m. Central State is slated for
Saturday with Saginaw Valley on
Sunday, NKU on Monday, and
Dayton on Tuesday. They play away
at UC on Wednesday before returning home to play Northwestern and
Malone on Friday and Saturday
respectively.

Nebraska-continued from page 1
It took the Muskies almost ·five . by Lee and Fleming. David_ Ponce set during the 1979~80 campaign by
and one-half minut<:s co. score. their fouled John Shimko, a 79 percent Keith Walker.
I :.firstJpoints of the second half. ~p\le. ;·.;Jre~·throw shooter, Vf~th 0;,Q7'1~~ . . ,:· .· 'J knew I was close to the record,
time Jeff Jenkins layed_ in a shore maining. The senior from Cleveland but I didn't know I had it until Vic
jumper with 14:34 left in the game, calmly sank both attempts, giving told me after the game," Lee said
the Cornhuskers. had dimbcd back .XU a three-point lead and assuring. later. "I would rather have rhe"assists
into the contest .and t'aken a onethe eventual 58-57 conquest over the. and let the oth.e·r guys score the
pciint lead: Nebraska improved that
Big Eight power.
points. They are all in the 1000 point
club, but I got the assists fofthem. '" ·
margins to five as Hoppcn controlled
the inside and· gave Nebraska the
"It just feels great," Xavier'.s he laughed.
A deafening crowd of 9.519 saw
. manpower they needed.
Jenkins said following the win. "We
Once again, the Musketeers came just love playing here at the Gardens. Xavier win their second consecutive
back. Fleming hit three shots in a row It's our home. We practically live in NIT game at the- Gardens. Fleming
to give XU a 42-41 advantage. The · the locker rooms. We're just here all was the leading scorer for Xavier as
lead then see-sawed back and forth the time. We don't want someone he totaled 20 points for che game.
until Fleming hit a layup with four comin~ into our territory and beating Jenkins was right behind .. him wich
and one-half minutes remaining, giv- us."
18.
·
For sophomore guard Ralph lee,
Should Xavier win tonight's rhirding Xavier a 52,-51 advantage. The
Musketeers would never trail again.
the evening was twice as sweet. His round contest with the Universin· of
\ Stan·· Cloudy kept Nebraska's second half assist to Dexter Bailey Michigan, they will move on to. iht·
.hopes alive as he sank jumpers from gave him 155 points· for the season, Final Four this Monqay and-Wednt·s17 and. 22 feet out in the final · setting a new single-season mark at day in New )'ork at Madison Sqm1rt·
minute, countering criticalfoul shou Xavier. The old mark .. of 1S4 was Gardens.
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-----INTRAMlJRALS---------1
COMPILED BY
LEANN STEINEMAN AND
ANN BRIAN

Out Like Flout, 80
GHAs, 66
lntr•mur•I• Reporters
The first half started out close,
both teams· had foul trouble. Out
Womens Volleyball
PY]'s defeated Amazing Graces . Like Flout, although they had more
fouls, came away with a half-time
(by forfeit)
5-Alive defeated Locas .(17-15) lead of37-22. Bill Ryan (0.L.F.) shot
100% from the field in the first half.
(lS-6) ..
PYTs will play against Bacardi .
High scorers for Out Like Flout
Connection and 5-Alivc will meet the were Bill Ryan with . 17 points and
challenge of The Beach Girls today Pete Sherman with 14 points. For the;
to determine which teams will go to GHAs, Hector Santini had 20 poinu
and Mike Montelli had 17. Scott
. the fiilals.. . .

Sears and Dave Alt: were.also in double figures for the GHAs.

this intense game; leaving the score
tied at 38 at the. end of· the game.
After a five minute overtime both
teams had scored ana were once again
Womens Basketball
tied when the clock ran out.
"GAME OF THE WEEK"
· The teams then went into a firstChicken Gluttons defeated 190 Proof shot Sudden Death. Suzie Hipskind
(41-40)
of the Chicken Gluttons was fouled
The Chicken Gluttons, who and went to the line for the deterhadn't won a game all year, met the mining shot. Cool . and collected,
challenge of the undefeated 190 Hipskind sank the basket, earning
Proof. ·
the Chicken Gluttons a long, hardThe lead see-sawed throughout :fought first win. .
·:.
.
1
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Notbinl Ilse feels Like Navy flying.

Basketball
Mens Open Tournament
4 Husman defeated Gumbys
(57-51)

The game started out close, but
with Bob Bishop and Chris Beer's
outstanding playing, 4-Husman clinched the win. Dave Tobin of the
Gumbys scored a couple of beauties
to no avail, ending The Gumbys
intramural season with a 4-3 record.
No Respect defeated Wizards
(75-48)
At half time No Respect had maintained only a 5 point lead. But, in a
tense and fast-paced game No
Respect lunged ahead to a 27 point
win. Kevin Pawcet led the winners
with a game high 27 points.
Muldoons defeated· MHAs (16-22)
In a very close and physical first
half, the Muldoons led 35-30. Phil
McHugh scored a remarkable 16
points in the first half of play.'
IL was a tight game that went down
to the wire with fine all-around play
by both teams.
High scorers for MHAs were Fred
Schemerdge with 26 points and Ron
Peterson with 14. The winners were
led by Phil McHugh with 20 points.
Rock Throwers defeated Hotshots
Six Foot and Under Basketball Tour·
nament - First Round
Old Grand Dad, 49
Elk Hunters, 43
Double Dutch Gang, 64
4-Husman, 62
This ·tight game was very close
throughout, ending up in a tie score
until the last ihree seconds when
Dave Tobin made two foul shots. He
was the high scorer of the Double
Dutch Gang with 31 points. Bob
Bishop was the high scorer of
4-Husman with 15 points.
Quaaludes, 87
Chinese Nat'l Team, 6S .
Quaaludes led throughout most of
the game, although it was close at one
point. Mike Schwanekamp was high
scorer of Quaaludes with 18 points.
John Robben scored 22 points for
Chinese Nat' I Team.

The thunderous roar
making authority and
:?
management respon-.
of jet engines rolls
sibility you have as an
across the carrier's
flight deck.
officer in the Navy.·
Throttles are at
On the ground, as
full power, and you 're
a Navy officer, you
work with and supervise
waiting for the signal
to launch.
today's most· highly
No.w. The catapult fires. G forces
skilled aviation professionals. In the air,
press you back into your seat. Suddenly,
as part of the naval aviation team, you
you're flying low and fast over the open
· have about the most exciting job anyone
sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5 seconds.
can have.
Nothing else feels like Navy flying.
It's a uniquely rewarding job with
Nothing. And when you become a pilot or pay to match. You start at $18,300 a year
flight officer you're at the very heart of it. -more than the average corporation· ·
Once you've earned your wings,
pays you just out of college. After four
the Navy puts you in full control of a multi- years, with regular Navy promotions
million-dollar· supersophisticated
and pay increases, your annual salary
combination of jet aircraft and electronic climbs to $31,100. That's over and above
wizardry.
· a full package of benefits and privileges.
And Navy trair:iing makes sure
Find out how much more a job in
you're up to the challenge. Rigorous flight naval aviation has to offer. Fill in the
training gives you the r---------~--, coupon. No other job
navigation~ aerodynamNAVYOPPORT-UNITY
' 1"439
gives you the kind of
INFORMATION CENTER
?~ I
,
ics and other techni··
·
leadership experience
I i>.o. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 01,015
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Car.s' 'Heartbeat City' release
has Ocasek· in driver·'s seat.
BY MARK BORDEN
Ent1rt1lnm1nt Critic

After n~arly. three years of silence,
The Cars have finally. delivered
another album. Heartbeat City,
the group's fifth LP, is full of the
components that have made The Cats
so successful: catc~y lyrics and music,.
·a good mix of songs, and the enigmatic voice of Ric Ocasek;
Ever ;since bassist Ben Orr stepped
aside and Ocasek took over the lead
vocals, he (Ocasek) has dev~loped as.
both a singer and songwriter. Only

/

jumpy sounds of ''H!=llq,Again, ·;the . darkly .textUJ~d spng, which sounds
most lighthearted and for_i .song of as if it belongs on The Cars' third
the,record. This song has a fresh, album, "Panorama." This song ends
light sound, proving that The Cars · the first side on a down note, conhave lost none of their early energy. trasting with the lively opening.
"Hello Again" is followed by a
slower, more romantic song, "Look"You Might Think" gets side two·
ing for Love." This pattern is follow- off and rurm.ing at a frantic pace.
ed throughout i:he record, with After the energetic·opening, the rest
e~ergetic, fast p~ced songs, surof the album slO\ys down a bit,
rounded .by slower, more serious cente.ring on the favorite topic ·for
tones'. "Looking for .Love" is· full of Car( songs, love ·and the lack of it.
· more tradition<tl Ocasek vocals and "It's Not the· Night" ·(co-written
rhyming verses: 'come on lover.. I with Hawkes) begins as a mellow
song, but eventually evoives into a
Cars' semi-hard rocker. "Why Can't
I Have You?''.Jollows with a dreamy
atmosphere. of great longing and
sadness, highlighted by an effective
·
keyboard solo.

'.'The love song dominates the
album . ~., . (but) the ability to
produce the happy-go-lucky
music of earlier times is still
there.... "

Coming next, "I Refuse" is a surprisingly bitter tune about rejection:
"Everything's on a whim I that's
what you said to him I lying · in
wunderlust I are feelings you never
trust I and when they pamper you
with ice I I can't believe you don't
think i:wice." ·A switch for The Cars
' · on.::-this::alpum, it is a negative.-antilove song. Yet it comes off well by
capturing the emotions. of betrayal
and disappointment. The album
closes with' a complex ticle track sung
pull the cover I with sighing liackground vocals.
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Around Town
THIS WEEK:
..
The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra will present music by
Strauss, Mozart, and Bartok, conducted by Michael Gielen,
March 23-24. Ticket information: the Music. hall Box Office
(721-8222).
. . The Craft Guild of Cincinnati is presenting its 17th Annual .
Cra(t Show at the Carnegie Arts Center in Covington. The 'show ·
is currently running Tuesday-Sunday from 12:30 p.m. to 4:30
p.m., free of charge. For more information, call'the Craft Guild
at 421-4696.
FIND IT/CHANGE IT, exhibitions in sculpture, painting, and
· audio works by eight area artists is currently-being displayed at
the Arts Consortium through March 31. For information on
times, call the Arts Consortium at 381-0645. FR~E. ,
Through March 25, the Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park is
presenting William Shakespeare's}u/ius Caesar in modern style.
· Tickets start at $1o.50. For showtime information, call the box
·
·
office at 421-3888.

Movies of Recommendation

La Balance: The Movies Repertory Cinema
Splash: Tri-County
Broadway Danny Rose: Carousel
The DreIIer: Tri-County
·Footloose: Springdale
Unfaith/111/y Yours: Tri-County
Never Cry Wolf: Kenwood.
UPCOMING:
Beginning March 31, The Cincinnati Art Museum will present
The· Mystic, North, ·an exhibit of landscape painting by artists
from Europe, Canada, and the United States. Tickets will be
$3. 50 for adult patrons and $2. 50 for college students. For more
information, call CAM at 721-5204.
~.
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. one other. member besides 'ocasek ina:ke the switch
make a wish.''
contri~utes .in song writing keyboardist Greg Hawkes, who co- . Changing the tempo, "Magic" is a
As a whole, The Cars' newest
wrote one song .with Ocasek. The song peppered with the spaceY. sound delivers satisfying music .with .
.singer's fine yocals are the highlight of Greg Hawke's keyboard playing . . superior vocals. The love song
at '~HeartbeatCity." He puts a sense . Eliot Easton supplies a driving guitar, dominates the album with occasional
of urgency into the songs · and resulting in a sorig similar to some of upbeat moments in between.
manages to convey ·a lull range 'of the group's earlier work. Next comes ·Though it seems that the ability to
feelings.
"Drive," another romantic song produce the happy-go-lucky music of
Side one. opens· to the funky, perfect for light listening, or what- earlier times is still there, the more
ever.
serious songs seem to be the main
product of Ocasek on this album.
Rounding off the first side is .the Nevertheless, . Heartbeat City is
unexpedeq/ ''Stranger Eyes.•' It is a highJy recommended.

ALL YOUR PRINTING NEEDS,

Thursday, March 22, 1984

.

On Friday and Saturday, March 30- 31, The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra will be performing works by Strauss, Gabrieli,
and Mendelsohn, conducted by Bernard Rubenstein. For ticket
information and showtimes, call CSO Box Office at 721-8222 .
Beginning March 29th and running through April 15, The
Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park will be presenting Bria,n Friel's
Translations . .For more information, call the PIP box office at
421-3888.
Starting March 30, The Cincinnati School for the Creative and
Performing Arts will be presenting Mame, the acclaimed Broadway musical. For further information, call 421-3474.
On April 4 and· 6, the Cincinnati Opera will be presenting

Norma, by Vincenzo Bellini, for its opening production of the
1984 season. The title role will be performed by renowned
soprano Johanna Meier. The two shows will be held at Music
Hall, beginning at 8:00 p.m. For further information, call
721~8222.

Coming at Bogart's
Saturday, March 24: Earl Thomas Conley
Sunday, March 25: James Brown
·
Saturday, March 31: B.B~ King
For more information on showtiines and ticket prices, call the
Bogart's box offi~e at .281~8400.
.
·
· · .. ·
·EVENTS AT Xi\ VIER
. Tonight at 7:00 p.m., the SAC and the Alpha Omega Players
present Same Time· Next Year. Tickets are on sale today in the
Univ~rsity .Center. Students $4.00 with l.D. and Faculty $6: 50.
On the evenings of April 6, 7, 8 and 12, 13; 14 the Xavier
University Arts Department and The Players will present the
musical fantasy Brigadoon in the University Center Theatre. Admission is free with an XU identification. For more information.
contact the Box Office at 961-4570.
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Tim H: How mut'h longer
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rnu in my Thtologr class?", "SuperThursda)·" "Lr1's
gu to Bahama Mama's"
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Stcvr. what kind of bird is that?
Hry Sur, do you slrrp with _your Rt\ T?

Many thanks to th< "old" staff or'th< fitst aid on this
issue. ,.

Hey Mothor Trucker!
. Are· we there yet?
Are we having fun ycr? ·
t\te wr home already?

Strv<. thanks for k<~ping Mom occupied, you tigrr!°
Carol - Your hair is back
Cooki<
.

soci~I

Beware tht' conch!

Sunny Brach Eh.

Patty S. modeling tht latest Snow SWim Wear!

Scott; Thanks for everything.

Keith, how

You can do it Scott ... opt'n one C)'e ... now ·the otht'r ...
now with both hands on rhe whed!

Whirry, we missed you on the beach. Thanks for 1hc
clothes. Barribi

Buck~hcar,

Todd T. - This is another one for you. Whl'rl·'s mine?
Your.partner.

)'OU

}'OU

figure: out her name?

ccn:iinly look sexy taking a b:uh -

wam

reprints?!' HA-Ht\-Ht\I!
I've scCn all good people turned thl"ir head ead1 d:1r so
s:uisfit·d I'm on my way.

Little SiSter. Don't put me through another week li.kC'_
_rh_e_o_n_e_•._B_.B_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Todd, Shr just has no will powr.r. Town to.town; much
to couch.

Mimi, Jackie, and Dawn, thanks for cvrning up th<
odds.-Carol

Mimi and Jackie - Thanks for making.a great week
1wice.·as nice! J.H. ·

Mark. did

Aw,:1weien't nuthin'.....
Jean, did you pay your toll befor_< you blrw up th<
bridge?

Good stuff Maynard

Jo<

Thing.

good friend •. Good Lurk"in· D.C. W<'ll be thinking of
you. I_ wanr·ftont row tic~cts for:yaur tour wirh Barbara .
Kcrp reaching"for·your "Pimof Sky" Lovi MCI ·

If you ask me, an inflatable bridgr sounds a tab risky.
Lrmon - in your hair?. NEVER!

Malt-o-mral... tht Florida.lover'.s crrral!

)ran B. - plan any social.outings lately - your
partners.

I had fun sta)•ing in the same ru(Jm as till·
"Honeymoonc:rs. ''didn't )'OU?

10

its appropriate color! Love
.

Bambi. Maynard. Tiger - thanks for coming and mak·
ing Spring Break '84 incredible, fantastic, no kidding,
tell ·us about it MOm.

MifforO? Florida Was super!

·_P.:sy,.,ch_i_at_r_ist..;·_0_f_co_u_r_sr_._E_D_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Lauiir. Todd and I kno,.. what is mrant by fingrrl[rking
good (and so docs th< dog). Chris · · ·
·.
Hty Tiger, ·you still owe me a walk on rh~ beach!
Olivia Newton John· Forever!

Yeah, I like it blue, too!

Heric, do you wanr to pop with me later?·
wa.~

What can I say? Tharib for a

Davo _T. - Thanks for tho talk, .Carol
Thank XU News Staff for putting al.I these postscripts
in!
·

Joe Biology has returned to Xavier
HJB - wdcomr back!. .. D.T.

F.: Sit. Joe. sic.
Congratulations ttiissy!!! Lovt, Pegg)'. Marja, Jenny

Lan'a-Yentl-Mega Mott

.:..:.:~_...;.;;_;;;.:_;;.:.;.;.;....;~...:.-------"'--- '. : great year and being such a good year and being such a

Collren - we need to see more rhan a Xavier l.D.
Cookie, thanks for an incredible week. Bambi

"No rnmparison, Kay!"

·Your's is with the beef..>

. . Georgia _:_ rhc camper's stare!

No. And Prg or Collrrn - you'rr drad!
'1t•s beginning to look a lo.t like Christmas ... bccausiMaynard nm only is RED. but visions of candy tants and
swec( ours arr dandng_in his head ...

to Bcllr-fon-raind

Tht' Tools: House', Ed. HanSC"n. Raul. Adrian, Kevin.
Chrii;. Mikr. & Co. -Fore LauderdalC' S famous words:
"Dirk'frrakin' Trac(. "I wanna parry with you"" Art'

"lovt'
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. Wait 'till th< sunshines, Smelly.
NETTE·NETI"E, Happi< Birfday animal! LU\' ya', Spiz

WH~T

a party

OH?

Mr. B. th< gogo da<tccr!

Jim, sO you survived the asg-auh of t~c T.T.'s.

I don't mean to·be forward, bUr ·you loOk like :a L·and~·
cane.

Ugl)· - Mrs. Jeff - )'OU <lid it! I'm surC' gonna miss
your dog breath lingcrini; :n Edgl"cliff. It's been a ~rc:it
)'Car - Thanks for being around. i:ah· r:irc and kl"cp in
touch. lovl' )'a', .Uglic!:tt. '

Jcannettt:' - Don\ know do ya? Who gives as"'#%.

Carol Olivia

"take a chance. take a chann·, Jh.1-/J" ·

Marja, Jane: JUMP!!!! Oh Lord! J.

Jeannette; I think I need a shower - C:uh}' l'h!·
Mark. do we have a flat?
Romer, wht'rc's the ceiling?
Come to me Maudt" - drink, dtink
King of Hootervillc-Hoscr

Barry Yes I vac:uion in the Jccpes1, darh·st dC"pths of
Africa-:: How's }'our rnn?! l.uv, Spaz
.J~arec:m

Abdul Bailer. This name has a familiar ring.
Wouldn't )'OU.agrcr.-?
Shimko is a gn·a1 player! He has grcat,.grc:u legs. Righi
Bob?

In 1886, following a shipwreck off the west cOast of Africa, an infant
.child became part of a family of apes who raised and protected hit?.·
As he grew, he lea·rned th~ laws of the jungle and eventually claimed
the title, Lord of the ·Apes.. -·
·
· ·

Junior Prom is here! Where iS my 1all, dark, and handsome date?

.·

Must I settle on Ro(ky Lee!!
lWt\, Rocky Le<'.jeffro Bodine, N. Cough Drpps. Side
Winder
Karrem Abdul Bailey, Who WAS That Harris. Where is
Oral Robens?

Yet,· years later, when he was returned to civiliz_atiop,. he. would remain
uncertain as to which· laws he should obey ... those ofman ...
or those of the jungle.

... Laughing like childrrn, living like lovm, rolling like
thunder under the covers ...
Jcffro Bodin<: ·who is Loosr Lips? Anyan< I know?

Now, the director of"Chariots.ofFi_re" captures t~is epicadventiire
ofa man c_aught between two different worlds;·
·

ooooooooh baby."
ohhhhh yay! .
Marja - The strak is a killer. Cook that suck<rl j.
Jane - "This place is a rip!" 3 sisters-).
Michrllc B. - Glad your break went wdl. Jenny
The phrase that pays: Q 105 means music
Whewie, sure is hor our htrc!
Whitey :-anyway.

thank~

for

~oming

with us -

in clothing

ooooh baby - oh yrah!
. - Jim - Thanks for keeping me awake while driving
home! Your drh;ing budd)'
Sreve - your coni:h is still there!
Mimi, Dawn.Jaqui - 1hanks for entertaining Mom for
two hours, not to memion l'ntl'rtaining us for two da)·s!
To the handshaking. frisbCt' throwing, arm wa\•ing,
backwards walking, back rubbing, ian GoJ · thanks .for
rnming
Hi guys!
Horner for Soto and Brl'tt, my final offer.
Let's go flashlighting!
Where's my wimp?!
Liz, Spring bn·ak jus1 wasn't tht· samC without ~·ou! an
admirer
Who would C\'er livt' in Tiffin?
Where's the wief?
Ohio who?
Muskies-, now and .forever!
Grern eyes and roses are quite a pair!
Mari - Srop honk the cute guys!!! Gui ...
Frances - Sweet dreams arc made of Mlcheloh.
Pilar - I need somt papers·, I mean "typing papt'r"
Silkicncc - Tango, Guys, and Spring Break '84.
Lillian -·Stop jumping on the brds!!!
Nyrrna - Pcnrods, fun, but plras< stop knocking at all
guys doors.
Brenda - Don't you like pizza again, but in Fort
Lauderdale

GR
J

, Tina Turner - Without you our spring break wouldn'r
be the same
·
Pilar - Cigarillo, c11;celentc, exceleme! Arriba, abajo, al
pa' deemrooo!

c~ntro,

Silka Nooo!

How about a break. at Maryland U. Yeah!

. ..

Lillian - Stop, Stop. Stop! Mua, Mua, Mua!!!
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TARZAN

Silka, Frances, Brenda, Pilar, Mary, Lillian - You girls
arc so much fun. I had th< best Spring Break. Nyrma
Hats off to HATS for being· a rCal companion ovt'r
brrak. Thanks Mom!!!
HEY BREN LEY ANGOLA IS URGENTLY
AWAITING ITS NOTICE ON t\ SUCCESSHJL
WORLD CONQUEST~ ICKY l'M MEAN TADt\t\.

LORD Of THE APES

The cavity creeps attack Mt. Rushmore ...
Cookie, Thanks for th< lncrcdiblr Spring Break. h was
fantastic!
·
No kidding, We're telling everyone about ii. Bambi.
Maynard, Tiger
·
Lemon - in your hair? - NEVER! /

A HUGH HUDSON FILM Starring RALPH RICHARDSON· IAN HOLM ·JAMES FOX and introducing Cl-IRISTOPHER I.AMBERT
ANDIE MacDOWELL Music by.JOHN SC:OIT l'nKluced b~"-1-fUGH HUDSON and STAN LE\' S. C:\~TER
.
Screenplay by P.H. YAZAK and MICHAEL AUSTIN Based on 1hc sli)ry ... I_ARZAN OF THE APES" bv EDGAR RICE Bt'RROL'GHS
IPGlPME11TM.U1A1Usua~ QQ==r
Directed b)' HUGH HUDSON
· _rARi.A~• 1r .. i.· 11 i··~'1Aii.z"~ •.
• · . · ··
. ·
.
· ·
•
11~11«1 t" t..IK"' Kou• """""•h•. I"' .111<1
A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
.
1
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Come on Scou, you can ge( those eyes open!
Mr. & Mrs. B. Thanks for makirig a great week twice as
nicc!J.H.
who, what, where?
Steve - thanks for keeping Mom o-.:cupied.

)'OU

ligl"r!

Pcirre, jt (aime bien et surtout voum: chapt·au: (um de
mor amour.- Bambi
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theaters ever)'where Friday, March· 30.:
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